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Today we mark the milestone of Spring, the Victoria Day Weekend. 
For many it means igniting fireworks. I remember many years back the fond 
memories of the many mini and macro explosions of Fireworks, especially the 
burning school house. 
Then there was my father who asked the question do you want to see something 
amazing? We all shouted yes. My father who was a police officer brought out of 
his car trunk a 30 cm long red cylinder; he plunged into the ground and lit it with a 
match, the red fire ignited. We all waited for a spectacular explosion, also, 5, 10, 
15 min later, nothing special but a red fire.  It was a road flare. Nothing more. Our 
expectations were no more, just a moment of memory at the great comedy of my 
father and the road flare. 
We all have expectations that come in how we experience the world and what we 
see, the visions we share.  We are the vision when we see with heavens eyes. 
Today in the text from the book of Acts we hear, “I saw a vision.” Peter speaks to 
the Roman Centurion Cornelius and his family about being welcomed into the 
community of faith. What is in our vision of welcome and how do we offer the 
bridge of invitation? 
I saw a vision, as I offer the bridge when we offer our time, and when we listen, 
when we see with heavens eyes the lives of the people we are speaking.  
 
I saw a vision on the weekend of the full moon both Friday and Saturday 
evening. 
We gather at our neighbours houses holding of remembering, in lament and 
celebrating the memory of our friend Brad Campbell in the backyard by the light 
of the moon.  

  
 I saw a vision as hear in the text “Who could hinder God? 
Why would we hinder God we may ask? There are times in the time of Jesus 
where the Council of Jerusalem hindered God as we hinder God by the rigid 
boundaries of doctrine and judgement that  we place around and between God 
and ourselves. 
Who could hinder God? No one as we see the vision and live the vision to heal, 
to preach and confront the tensions of our world and neighbourhood at the same 
time. In Cabbagetown we meet the neighbour and in the Mt. Pleasant village we 
build and nurture friendships. Toronto is a neighbourhood of neighbourhoods. 
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In today’s text from Revelation we hear the vision of the prophet. “I saw the holy 
city” . 
The city of earth meets the heavenly city.  
 Heaven is eternal, in the cosmology into which many of us have been socialized. 
On earth things change—people are born and die, historical periods come and 
go, entire cultures disappear, and species become extinct. The text today 
proclaims the vision, the restoration of creation. The restoration of the hard 
edges of the many relationships that we share, these the moments of loss and 
separation of the loved ones the friends and family. We see the vision and hear 
the call to be the instrument of healing and restoration for our world.  
 

We here today in the gospel of John, “I give you a new commandment”.  The 

commandment is now, to prepare to live the law of love and compassion. I 

remember many years ago learning the law of trust and compassion. We were 

travelling to Antigua in the Caribbean, one day we went on a snorkeling 

excursion. The key instruction was that we were to be a buddy for each other as 

we looked out for the sharks, even for “Jaws”, the coral, the beauty and the terror 

of  the  sea. When we are a buddy, when we are companion in faith we find God 

looking out for us. When we see the vision of grace in the companion and the 

stranger at our side. It is then that we see the home of God and come home to 

grace. I remember one night in northern Ontario in the Town of Hearst, there was 

an appearance of the northern lights, and this brilliant light surrounded me. 

I saw a new heaven, who could possibly hinder God? When we are given a new 

commandment, to hear the words “you are my disciples.” We see the vision 

when we live the exercise of forgiving welcome. At Manor road we live the vision 

as we embrace the exercise of welcome. There was a call a week ago, a friend 

of 35 years had died, can we hold the memorial  on Saturday June 1, 4 pm at 

Manor Road. Immediately I texted Alisha Paul and Manuel to confirm a prompt 

reply of yes, the church is available and yes Manuel is available, When we the 

vision of yes, we open our eyes to see the holy city. 
 
I saw a new heaven this week when I attended the generous space, LGBTQ+ 
conference in Peterborough at Trent University. I saw a new heaven when in 
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attendance were many Christian faith communities; Pentecostal, Mennonite, 
Meeting House, Missionary Alliance, Fellowship  Baptist, Christian Reformed, 
Roman Catholic, and many more, all proclaiming a call to welcome, to  embrace 
and to be the healing hand for  LBTQ+ people to welcome  all to  their 
communities of faith.  
I saw a new heaven.  
 I see a new heaven today as we celebrate the Victoria Day weekend also known 
as empire day. May we thank Queen Victoria for her birthday and the three day 
weekend. 
A while back I saw the film Victoria and Abdul, a stirring historic fiction that 
recounts the relationship between Queen Victoria and her Muslim servant Abdul. 
He opened her eyes, she opened his, despite the seismic challenge of family and 
friends the testimony and legacy of their friendship speaks to the proclamation in 
today’s text. I see a new heaven. I am making all things new. A friend in 
Edmonton is making all things new in the cinemas that he owns by creating 
opportunities for social enterprise. He is helping youth to learn to earn, learn and 
skill, earn a wage and contribute to the transformation of their city of Edmonton.  I 
saw a new heaven, who can hinder God? When we are given a new 
commandment, to be the disciples of the living Christ.  
In my preparation for today and thinking about the legacy of Queen Victoria I 
came across the first speech of Queen Elizabeth 1 to her privy council  
 
 

  
 
IDEAS QUEEN ELIZABETH 

Elizabeth’s first speech, Hatfield, 20 November 1558 (SP12/1 f.12)   KEY WORD 

LOYALTY 

I give you this charge that you shall be of my privy council and content yourself to 

take panes for me and my Realm.  

Queen Elizabeth 1 spoke about the gift and call of loyalty to  the realm and  to 

each  other.  
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I saw a new heaven in the reading of her address and upon my arrival at Manor 

Road  United Church. You have inspired me to write these words for today.We 

see with heaven’s eyes, we are the Vision 

 

 I saw a vision 

 Commanded, created established 

 I heard a voice  

 God makes clean, The holy spirit fell 

 Could I hinder God? 

 Commanded, created established 

 Praise LORD, from  earth, you sea monsters and all deeps 

 I saw, new heaven and a new earth 

 I heard a voice, See the Home  of God 
 He dwells  with them 
 He wipes every tear from their eyes 
 crying and pain,  no more, these words are true 
 Commanded, created established 

 I will give water as gift from the spring of the water of life 
 You look for me 
 Love one another. Just as I love you 
 Command, create establish 

 
We are the Community of Faith in the Mt. Pleasant Village  
I see a new heaven 
WE ARE THE VISION 
 


